
R. William Liddle has been studying Indonesia’s democratic elections as part of a project 
funded, in part, by the Mershon Center. He analyzed data from elections between 1955 
and 2004, a time span that includes the overthrow of military dictator Suharto and a 
return to democratic elections. Liddle said that analysis of these elections indicates three 
primary trends: continuity, increased fragmentation in party politics, and “democratic 
vitality.” 
 
Liddle explained that since 1955, there has been a strong relationship between religion 
and politics. Each of the three largest groups—syncretists, modernists, and traditionalist 
Muslims—had a party that reflected their religious preferences.  
 
There has been increased fragmentation as these main parties have changed in democratic 
Indonesia, and Liddle identified how certain parties, like GOLKAR (a secular nationalist 
party), have maintained their presence while others, like PNI, have morphed into other 
parties (PNI turned into PDI-P, also secular and nationalists, but synchrenist in its 
religiosity).  The three original parties have splintered and regrouped over time and in 
1955, Liddle identified four primary political parties. By 2004, there were eleven.  
 
One of those is PKS, a party that has gaining popularity in the two most recent elections, 
said Liddle.  PKS is largely fundamentalist Muslim and arose from the secular university 
system.  Its strategy is two-fold: to build a reputation of being highly technical as well as 
adherent to the Koran, and to build relationships with the wider world, largely by playing 
down its fundamentalism. It presents itself as a caring and clean party by sending its 
members to help in evens like natural disasters and by making a big show in returning 
bribes, which Liddle said are commonplace in Indonesian politics.  
 
Liddle anticipated that one candidate, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, who most call SBY, 
would dominate the presidential election on July 5, 2004.  His popularity spanned 
religious groups and many parties supported his election more than their own candidates.  
Liddle was cautiously optimistic about SBY’s ability to lead Indonesia, and he expressed 
concern that SBY’s party, Partie Demokrat, was new and loosely cobbled together to 
support his candidacy.  Liddle was concerned that the party instability may make it 
difficult for them to work with other parties in the legislature.  


